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The question from the resident boiled down to why the city would 
have a two-way street going to a one-way section that if turned on to 
that street are left with nowhere to go. 

City Engineer Ryan Zwijack said signage would be in place stating 
that Quince is one-way as well as no right hand turn from Magnolia to 
Quince.

As far as having it remain two-way, Zwijack said it would be favor-
able to the residents who live at the south end of Quince.

Williams said Magnolia was not discussed during the meeting and 
would like to hear the residents’ thoughts on making the street one-way.

“Now even with this agreement we’ve got tonight we’re not deciding 
if this is (Magnolia) going to be one-way or not. So I don’t want this 
to necessarily hold this up,” Williams said. “It’s a great point and we 

should speak to those property owners.”
From the city staff’s perspective, Williams said they have looked at it and 

have found no problems with acquiring right-of-way to ensure option two is 
feasible.

“We’ve done some more research on the right-of-ways to see what impacts 
we would have to do. It is not as significant,” Williams said. “The right-of-way 
acquisition would be minimal to maintain the two-way and still have the bike 
lane through there. So, staff would like to move forward with option two.”

Other improvements include new hot-mix asphalt, curb and gutter and 
storm sewer on Quince Street.

With that, a motion and second were made to forward the preliminary engi-
neering services with Oates Associates for Quince Street roadway improve-
ments in the amount of $69,900.

The item will be forwarded to the City Council.
The committee also forwarded a resolution for improvement by municipal-

ity under the Illinois Highway Code.
Williams said the resolution allows the use of motor fuel tax funds for the 

preliminary engineering of the roadway improvements and construction of 
the multi-use path along Quince Street and Magnolia.

A motion and second were made and the resolution will be forwarded to 
the city council with a recommendation to approve.
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Heerspink’s work exists between the domains 
of engineering and fine art.  “Machine parts have 
a visual formality with their a-symmetrical forms 
designed out of necessity, while many science 
fictional machines (space ships and robots) used 
in television shows and movies are designed 
for their aesthetic qualities while function is 
merely implied,” Heerspink wrote in his artist’s 
statement.  “This work draws on the notion of 
implied function. The forms reference mechanical 
machines without any suggestion as to what the 
function may be. There is meant to be an under-
standing of the forms within the work while also 
being ambiguous and foreign.”

Page added that Heerspink’s work has an 
“industrial aesthetic.” “So the aesthetics of the fac-
tory made or the industrial and mechanical in his 
work,” Page said.  “He’s also really interested in 
playing with different layers of material – material 
that unify design language.”

Heerspink also makes art out of wood, metal 
and other found materials.  “Like Plexiglas,” Page 
noted.  “He uses a lot of different materials and 
he takes those materials and translates that into 
his own aesthetic language of the industrial and 
mechanical.  So his work, they operate as kind of 
almost like architectural forms, or they look a little 
bit like landscapes or like maps.” 

Gesiakowski’s work investigates the process of 
structural degradation and the links between archi-
tecture and human existence. “The work draws 
inspiration from degraded and weather-worn 
buildings and their ornamentation: aged stone and 
terra cotta facades, fractured adornment and other 
architectural components left to the elements,” 
Gesiakowski notes in his artist’s statement.  “My 
work attempts to capture the enigmatic beauty and 
the unperceived intricacy of this ongoing process 
of deterioration.”

“My work presents narratives of the human 
condition, and by creating a connection with 
man-made structures I hope to reveal correlations 
between the two,” Gesiakowski added.

“Mike is interested in kind of the architecture of 
place and memory,” Page said of Gesiakowski.    “A 
lot of his work are a series of tiles or bricks that he 
has sort of put patterns into.  And then through the 
treatment of surface, he degrades the pattern.  They 

look very weather worn and aged.  He’s looking at 
things like the arts and crafts movement and the 
architectural style of the turn of the 19th century 
in his work.”  

And then through the treatment of surface, he 
degrades the pattern.  “The tiles that he makes 
look like weather worn bricks or tiles from old 
buildings.  You can see the design on the bricks 
but they are kind of worn away - bleeding and 
melting away,” Page added.  “He’s also interested 
in the concept of memory how a memory is in 
decay and inaccurate in some ways.  We remem-
ber some things more vividly than we do others.  
In some of his work he uses some very bright 
colors although some of the imagery is beginning 
to fade.” 

Page noted that he thought the unifying thread 

between the Heerspink’s and Gesiakowski's work 
that makes “Rebuilding Perception” a very cohe-
sive show is that both of the students work 
with modularity in their work.  “There work is 
comprised of multiple charts that are brought 
together,” Page said.  “Not unlike Legos or blocks 
-  groupings of similar objects that take on a great-
er meaning when put together than they do as 
separate entities.”

The “Rebuilding Perception” exhibit can be 
viewed in the Edwardsville Art Center which is 
located at 6165 Center Grove Road in Edwardsville.  
The EAC is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday 
through Fridays and 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturdays.  

The artwork of the Edwardsville District 7 
Elementary students will be on display in the 
Dennis Detoye Student Gallery.
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“We are not promoting any one 
church or the laws of any one faith 
tradition, rather unity through rela-
tionship with God and one anoth-
er,” Russo explained.  “We are com-
ing together in unity to celebrate 
the resurrection of Jesus Christ sim-
ply as Christ followers - not any 
one church.”

“Jesus came to teach us how to 
love one another while keeping the 
Father in our focus,” Russo added.  
“This is unity as one body with one 
Father.  It is less about the rules of 
religion and more about relation-
ships, community, and love for one 
another - just as Jesus taught.”

Russo stressed that it is small 
steps like these that are often 
just the beginning of solidifying 
long term relationships forming a 
stronger community bond among 
our area churches.  “This is our 
opportunity to come together as 
community of churches united, not 
divided, under our common bond 
in Jesus Christ,” he said.  “It is by 
respect and through our acceptance 
of one another we grow stronger 
in relationship with one another 
and our selves by building a better, 
stronger, community here and now 

with God at the core.”
The event will take place rain or 

shine and everyone is welcome to 
attend.  There will be no request for 
any collection during the service.

The Faith Coalition is a Christian 
organization which was formed in 
2012. The group is made up of 
volunteers from numerous local 
churches whose mission is to be 
Christ’s hands and feet in our local 
community and beyond through 
common missions.  

Faith Coalition currently is ren-
ovating a Habitat for Humanity 
house located at 922 Grand Ave. in 
Edwardsville.  

The organization also runs 
Restore Decor which rescues, rede-
signs, and resells gently used fur-
niture and home accessories and 
resells them through it’s consign-
ment shop located in downtown 
Edwardsville. 

All proceeds from its sales sup-
port the ministries of its non-profit 
parent organization, Faith Coalition 
– Edwardsville.

The Glen-Ed Ministerial Alliance 
brings together local church repre-
sentatives which provide the may-
or’s prayer breakfast as well as 
needed services and prayer support 
specific to the community.
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“I’ve loved food all my life and I love connecting with people with food 
because we all eat,” she said. “I like to show people how they can easily 
make food that’s both nutritious and easy to prepare. I like to make cook-
ing fun.”

The cooking demonstration will take place in the library’s Activity 
Room. She will be cooking several of the meals at once, she says.

Schlitt will also be handing out a grocery list for each of the recipes. 
After the demonstration, students will have a chance to taste the meals.

When you are born, what do you suppose the 
chances will be that you will reach age 5 or 65? 
How about 95? Zenia Agustin, a professor in the 
department of mathematics and statistics at Southern 
Illinois University Edwardsville, knows. 

 “Basically, I am interested in modeling the time 
to occurrence of certain events,” she explained. 
Agustin studies and teaches statistical modeling 
called “goodness-of-fit,” a way to predict certain 
kinds of events, like birth and life expectancy. “For 
example, we can statistically examine a repairable 
component so we can understand when and how 
many times it will fail. Or, in the case of a person, we 
can know the probably of recurrence of a disease. My 
interest is in finding a statistical model that makes 
use of all available information.”

She said that her work deals very much with pre-
dictions – and the ability to make good ones. The 
goodness-of-fit test can help determine whether a 
model is feasible and whether or not it makes good 
predictions. For example, the kind of statistical 
model Agustin develops can tell an engineering firm 
how long it can expect a piece of machinery to work, 
which parts are likely to wear out first and how many 
times it can be repaired before it is better to buy a 
new one. The most obvious examples of Agustin’s 
research impact insurance companies and pension 
firms, which need to know how long we are expected 
to live. 

Agustin earned her undergraduate degree and 
master’s degree in mathematics at the University 
of the Philippines, where she specialized in actu-
arial science. Actuarial science is the application of 

mathematics and statistics to assess risk. Insurance 
companies, financial firms, and most industry are all 
very interested in this kind of mathematics because 
it helps determine everything from when a piece 
of machinery might fail to when you should retire. 

Agustin worked as an actuarial consultant for three 
years before deciding to immigrate to the United 
States to study at Bowling Green State University in 
Ohio. She quickly earned a second master’s degree 
and a Ph.D. in mathematics and statistics. Agustin 
accepted a job offer from SIUE as soon as she received 
her Ph.D., nearly 18 years ago and has been here ever 
since.

 “SIUE has given me opportunities to develop as a 
teacher, researcher and university citizen,” she said, 
explaining why she has remained at the university. 
Agustin currently is director of SIUE’s general edu-
cation program, the core curriculum that defines 
SIUE’s undergraduate educational experience. All 
universities have a general education requirement, 
the basic courses the university’s faculty determines 
students must take before they can graduate. For 
SIUE, the general education requirements involve a 
wide range of skills including language, logic, ana-
lytical skills, quantitative reasoning, interpretation 
and communication. Because these skills come from a 
variety of disciplines, the university needs a member 
of the faculty who has a broad understanding of the 
curriculum to oversee the program. SIUE is currently 
in the process of phasing in its new general education 
program called the Lincoln plan.

“I have to work with the deans, coordinate with the 
deans to make sure that each phase can be executed 
smoothly and efficiently,” she said. “And in these 
budgetary times that’s a tall order.”

She also works with faculty committees in devel-
oping the all-important on-going evaluations of the 
general education program to assure both faculty and 

students that the program is teaching the students 
what it is we want them to learn. 

As important as her job is in overseeing the general 
education curriculum, her real love is teaching and 
research. 

“I am passionate about teaching and I want my stu-
dents to be actively engaged in the learning process,” 
Agustin said. She directs senior projects and master’s 
theses and devotes a great deal of time to meeting 
with students and mentoring them in their work.  For 
example, she works with the School of Engineering to 
find ways to more effectively teach students calculus.

“Calculus serves as a gateway course for the 
science, technology and engineering areas so it is 
important to lay a solid foundation for the students,” 
she explained. Toward this goal, she has used enrich-
ment sessions, which combine her instruction with 
student- led approaches.

And just as calculus helps students, statistics, 
according to Agustin, can serve as a gateway for 
answering questions in a wide array of disciplines 
and topics. “That’s the good thing about statistics,” 
she said. “As long as you have data you can apply 
statistics.”

Stephen Hansen is Interim Dean, College of Arts and 
Sciences at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville.

The Mathematics of Life, Survival, and the “Goodness-of-Fit”
Stephen Hansen

College Talk

Zenia Agustin, a professor in the depart-
ment of mathematics and statistics at 
SIUE.
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A piece by Mike Gesiakowsi, whose art will be featured at the Edwardsville Arts 
Center as a part of the "Rebuilding Perception" exhibition.
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Millikin students 
combine fun, scienceEFFINGHAM, Ill. (AP) — Joe and Suzette 

Brumleve had hoped to turn a 53-acre parcel they 
owned west of Effingham into a nature center for 
future generations to enjoy.

But the Brumleves died three days before 
Christmas 2008 in a plane crash near their home in 
northwest Colorado, where they had moved full-
time after retirement.

Their dream didn't die with them.
Trail Recreation Effingham County (TREC) 

bought that 53 acres and plans to develop the 
Brumleve Nature Center in the couple's honor. The 
parcel is alongside the Little Wabash River and the 
trail segment between Nazarene Church Road and 
Ryan's Crossing, the pedestrian bridge over the 
Little Wabash named in honor of Ryan Wolters, 
who died in childhood. He was the son of business-
people Bob and Karen Wolters.

The Brumleves and Wolters' were good friends 
and planned to get together for Christmas before 
the plane crash. Karen Wolters said Monday that 
their friends would be pleased with the efforts 
being made in their name.

"They loved the outdoors," Wolters said. "But 
they were also dedicated to giving back to their 
community. I think they would be thrilled and I 
also think this is a remarkable thing that is being 
done."

TREC president Frank Brummer said the tenta-
tive plan is to develop some unpaved trails around 
the tract with interpretive signage.

"We want to develop a place for children to learn 
about and commune with nature," Brummer said.

Brummer said plans also include a pavilion, 
picnic tables and a playground. He, too, believes 
the finished product will be a fitting legacy to the 
Brumleves.

"This was their dream," he said. "Joe and Suzette 
had a big vision and we just want to make that 
vision happen because it's the right thing to do."

Brummer said TREC board members hope to 
begin implementing plans for the center sometime 
this year, either with the help of a partner agency 
or on their own. But that's not all the organization 
has on tap for 2015.

Bids have already been let for an eighth-mile 

connector between Phases 1 and 3 of the trail near 
the south end of Nazarene Church Road. John 
Lewis Construction is expected to start work on 
the $24,000 project as soon as weather permits, 
with a target completion date of late spring or early 
summer.

Brummer also hopes to seek bids for Phase 4 of 
the trail system sometime in July. Phase 4 would be 
a quarter-mile link between the trailhead on Outer 
Belt West and the pedestrian bridge that runs over 
Interstate 57/70. The link would go under Outer 
Belt West and require a bridge over Calico Creek. 
With all that, the engineer's estimate is $260,000, 
but Brummer said TREC already has a federal 
grant for 80 percent of the project, leaving TREC 
$52,000 to raise through donations.

"This will provide safe access between Fayette 
Avenue and the trail without any car traffic," 
Brummer said.

Other plans for 2015 include implementation of 
the Effingham Comprehensive Bike/Pedestrian 
Plan, as well as naming existing trails and creating 
signage and mile markers for those trails.

Effingham nature center becomes reality

DECATUR, Ill. (AP) — Emily 
Talbott has loved science since she 
was a young girl and wants to pass 
that passion on to children.

A Millikin University biolo-
gy major who plans to become an 
optometrist, Talbott was among 
a group of student scientists who 
shared their knowledge through 
demonstrations of chemical reac-
tions Saturday morning at Mount 
Zion District Library.

Talbott guided a steady stream 
of children through the paces of 
producing "slime" from glue, water, 
borax and food coloring.

In other words, she was "rearrang-
ing the chemical bonds of the glue to 
create a polymer," said Talbott, pres-
ident of Millikin's student chapter of 
the American Chemical Society.

The Chemistry Live! event attract-
ed about 30 children to the library.

"I love what they're doing," said 
Kassie Knoll, assistant children's 
librarian. "They make it easy for the 
kids. They interact very well with 
them. This group has been amazing 
with the kids."

Jessica Kerr, a biology major from 
St. John's, Fla., was in charge of the 
station where children learned that 
sour candies can lose their sourness 
by rolling in a bit of baking soda.

"We've got a neutralizing reac-
tion," she said.

Kerr, an aspiring veterinarian 
who normally spends her Saturdays 
working at animal clinics, said she 
volunteered to help out with this 
project because she enjoys working 
with children.

"I love that we get to work with 
kids in the community," Kerr said. 
"We're like a takeout service for sci-
ence."

Patrick Hahn, who brought two 
young children to the session, said 
he appreciated that the students 
volunteered their time to promote 
science education.

He noticed that his son, 6-year-
old Nate, is already interested in 
science.

"We hope Nate will be inspired 
to be a doctor, engineer, something 
in the sciences," said Hahn, an engi-
neer.

Hahn said his daughter, 5-year-
old Alli, seems more interested in 
fashion than science.

"That doesn't mean I don't expose 
her to the sciences," he said. "The 
more you know about the world 
around you, the better."

Talbott said the concept of com-
munity events arose from an invi-
tation her group received from the 
Decatur Public Library during the 
fall semester.

"They wanted us to do some-
thing," she said. "I came up with 
experiments to do, that were easy 
for kids."

In addition to the slime and 
sour-killing demonstrations, the 
students also showed children how 
to make lava lamps fizzle and clean 
pennies.

"The biggest seller was the slime," 
Talbott said. "It's like silly putty. 
The kids take it home. It's nontoxic, 
won't stain. They get to play with it 
on the way home in the car."


